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Abstract

Multilingual language models were shown to001
allow for nontrivial transfer across scripts and002
languages. In this work, we study the struc-003
ture of the internal representations that en-004
able this transfer. We focus on the repre-005
sentations of gender distinctions as a prac-006
tical case study, and examine the extent007
to which the gender concept is encoded in008
shared subspaces across different languages.009
Our analysis shows that gender representa-010
tions consist of several prominent compo-011
nents that are shared across languages, along-012
side language-specific components. The exis-013
tence of language-independent and language-014
specific components provides an explanation015
for an intriguing empirical observation we016
make: while gender classification transfers017
well across languages, bias mitigation inter-018
ventions trained on a single language do not019
transfer easily to others.020

1 Introduction021

Pretrained models of contextualized representa-022

tions (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Liu023

et al., 2020) are known in their ability to capture024

both explicit and implicit information during train-025

ing. A special case of these models are multilin-026

gual models (Devlin et al., 2018; Conneau et al.,027

2020), which are pretrianed with texts in multiple028

languages. These models were shown to induce029

the emergence of similar representations in differ-030

ent languages, a phenomenon that was put to use031

for transfer between languages in end-tasks (Pires032

et al., 2019; Muller et al., 2020; Gonen et al., 2020).033

However, the underlying mechanism is still not034

clear, and we do not know yet the full extent to035

which the representations of these models share036

information across languages.037

The rise of pretrained models has been accom-038

panied with growing concern regarding sensitive039

information they might encode, e.g. gender or eth-040

nic distinctions. Pre-trained language models were041

shown to be sensitive to gender information, both 042

when it is explicitly stated in texts, as well as when 043

it can be inferred from implicit information (Zhao 044

et al., 2019; May et al., 2019). We still lack a com- 045

plete understanding of what the model captures, 046

and the ways to control and change the information 047

in this context as well. 048

In this work,1 we aim to shed light on the way 049

human-interpretable concepts, such as gender, are 050

represented by multilingual models, and whether 051

they are encoded in a language-dependant way. In 052

a series of experiments, we uncover a seemingly 053

surprising finding: gender-identification ability is 054

highly transferable across languages (section 4.1) 055

but neutralizing gender identification is not (section 056

4.2). While these two findings may seem contra- 057

dictory at first glance, this is explained by several 058

levels of gender marking: both cross-lingual and 059

language-specific (section 5). 060

We start our analysis by training gender classi- 061

fiers and examining their ability to transfer across 062

languages. We then proceed to identifying “gen- 063

der subspaces” — subspaces that encode gender 064

— in each language, with the goal of understand- 065

ing which information is language-specific, and 066

which is shared across languages. Following re- 067

cent work on linear interventions (Ravfogel et al., 068

2020; Elazar et al., 2021; Ravfogel et al., 2021), we 069

take an “amnesic” approach: we study the extent to 070

which neutralizing the gender subspace in one lan- 071

guage interferes with gender prediction in another 072

language. Finally, we analyze the similarity in the 073

gender-encoding components across languages. 074

We find that while linear probes for gender trans- 075

fer well between languages — that is, a gender 076

classifier that is trained on one language predicts 077

gender well in another language, the linear bias 078

mitigation procedure we employ fails to transfer. A 079

deeper analysis reveals a fine-grained organization 080

of the gender-encoding subspaces across languages: 081

1We will make the code available upon publication.
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they are spanned by a few main directions, which082

are largely similar across languages; but in addi-083

tion to these directions, there are other directions084

that are language-specific. The existence of sev-085

eral similar directions explains the high degree of086

transferability of linear gender classifiers across087

languages, while the existence of a large amount of088

language-specific information explains the inability089

to efficiently mitigate bias in one language based090

on another language’s representation.091

2 Related Work092

Multilingual Representation Analysis Pires093

et al. (2019) begin a line of work that studies094

mBERT’s representations and capabilities. In their095

work, they inspect the model’s zero-shot trans-096

fer abilities using different probing experiments,097

and propose a way to map sentence representa-098

tions in different languages, with some success.099

Karthikeyan et al. (2020) further analyze the prop-100

erties that affect zero shot transfer of bilingual101

BERTs. Wu and Dredze (2019) perform transfer102

learning from English to 38 languages, on 5 dif-103

ferent downstream tasks and report good results.104

Wang et al. (2019) learn alignment between con-105

textualized representations, and use it for zero shot106

transfer. Dufter and Schütze (2020) make an at-107

tempt to control different aspects of mBERT and108

identify those that contribute the most to its transfer109

ability.110

Beyond focusing on zero-shot transfer abilities,111

an additional line of work studies the represen-112

tations of mBERT and the information it stores.113

Using hierarchical clustering based on the CCA114

similarity scores between languages, Singh et al.115

(2019) are able to construct a tree structure that116

faithfully describes relations between languages.117

Chi et al. (2020) learn a linear syntax-subspace in118

mBERT, and point out to syntactic regulartieis in119

the representations that transfer across languages.120

In Cao et al. (2020), the authors define the notion121

of contextual word alignment. They design a fine-122

tuning loss for improving alignments and show that123

they are able to improve zero-shot transfer after this124

alignment-based fine-tuning. In Libovickỳ et al.125

(2019), the authors assume that mBERT’s represen-126

tations have a language-neutral component, and a127

language-specific component and provide an exper-128

imental setting to partially support this assumption.129

Finally, in Gonen et al. (2020), the authors propose130

an explicit decomposition of the representations to131

language-encoding and language-neutral compo- 132

nents, and also demonstrate that implicit word-level 133

translations can be easily distilled from the model 134

when exposed to the proper stimuli. 135

Unlike previous works, we pay attention specifi- 136

cally to how gender is manifested in the representa- 137

tions, as a case study for the analysis of a concrete 138

societal property. We do that by focusing on the 139

information included in the representations them- 140

selves, rather than on downstream tasks. 141

Gender Representation in Multilingual Models 142

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work 143

focuses on the way gender is represented in multi- 144

lingual models and the extent to which such repre- 145

sentations are shared across languages. 146

Some work has been done on identifying and 147

mitigating gender bias in languages other than En- 148

glish. Gonen et al. (2019) identify and debias a 149

new type of gender bias, unique to gender-marking 150

languages. Williams et al. (2021) look at the re- 151

lationships between the grammatical genders of 152

inanimate nouns and their co-occurring adjectives 153

and verbs. In Zmigrod et al. (2019), the authors sug- 154

gest a method for converting between masculine- 155

inflected and feminine-inflected sentences in mor- 156

phologically rich languages, and use them for coun- 157

terfactual data augmentation in order to reduce gen- 158

der stereotyping. 159

Zhao et al. (2020) analyze gender bias in multi- 160

lingual word embeddings, and evaluate it intrin- 161

sically and extrinsically. They point to several 162

factors that influence the gender bias in multilin- 163

gual embeddings, among which are the pretrained 164

monolingual word embeddings, and the alignment 165

method used. Additionally, Liang et al. (2020) 166

focus on contextualized embeddings, analyze the 167

gender representation in BERT, and also put ef- 168

forts into English-Chinese cross lingual debiasing. 169

Finally, Bansal et al. (2021) focus on Indian lan- 170

guages when debiasing multilingual embeddings. 171

3 Datasets and Multilingual 172

Representations 173

For our experiments we use the BiosBias Dataset 174

(De-Arteaga et al., 2019), the Multilingual Bios- 175

Bias Dataset (Zhao et al., 2020) and the multilin- 176

gual BERT model (mBERT, (Devlin et al., 2018)) 177

as detailed below. 178

Multilingual Gender Data. De-Arteaga et al. 179

(2019) collected the English BiosBias dataset, a 180
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set of short-biographies written in third person, and181

annotated by perceived gender. They have demon-182

strated that profession classifiers trained on this183

dataset condition on the gender concept, resulting184

in fairness issues. Zhao et al. (2020) evaluate the185

bias in cross-lingual transfer settings, for which186

they created the Multilingual BiosBias (MLBs)187

Dataset which contains a similar set of biographies188

in three additional languages: French, Spanish and189

German.190

For our experiments we use both datasets to have191

English, Spanish and French data. These are not192

available online, so we used the scripts the authors193

provide for crawling the dataset ourselves.2 To194

avoid noisy results, we filter out examples of pro-195

fessions with less than 500 occurrences. Table196

1 describes the statistics of the dataset in all lan-197

guages.198

examples female male majority # prof

EN 255682 118344 137338 53.71 28
FR 42773 12196 30577 71.49 19
ES 46931 12867 34064 72.58 27

Table 1: Statistics of the MLBs dataset.

Multilingual Representations. To study the rep-199

resentation of the gender concept in a multilingual200

setting, we use multilingual BERT (mBERT) (De-201

vlin et al., 2018). For each example in the dataset,202

we extract its representation from mBERT by av-203

eraging the representations in context of all the204

tokens in the paragraph.205

4 Gender Representation across206

Language207

4.1 Transfer of Gender Probes208

As a first step in understanding gender representa-209

tion in multilingual models, we start with a basic210

experiment that aims to evaluate the extent to which211

gender is represented similarly across languages.212

We train a linear classifier for gender classifi-213

cation in a SOURCE language, and use it as is to214

predict gender in a TARGET language. The train-215

ing is done over the mBERT representations of the216

training examples.217

The results, presented in Table 2, indicate that218

gender classifiers transfer very well across lan-219

guages, with only a slight degradation in perfor-220

2The German portion we were able to extract was too
small, so we decided to aviod experimenting with it.

mance when applied in a different language. For 221

example, the accuracy of the English gender clas- 222

sifier is 99.27%, but when the French or Spanish 223

classifiers are used to predict gender in English 224

data, the accuracy is 98.10% and 97.29%, respec- 225

tively. The same trend is observed for the French 226

and Spanish datasets. These results suggest that 227

gender information is linearly accessible in mBERT 228

representation and is shared between languages. 229

EN classifier FR classifier ES classifier

EN data 99.27 98.10 97.29
FR data 95.97 97.50 94.61
ES data 84.04 84.10 85.97

Table 2: Accuracy of gender classification across lan-
guages with linear classifiers trained on average repre-
sentations. Rows represent the language of the predic-
tion data, columns represent the language in which the
classifier was trained.

4.2 Cross-lingual Linear Bias Mitigation 230

The experiment described above suggests some 231

gender components are shared between languages. 232

As bias mitigation techniques focus on the removal 233

of bias information, a natural question that arises is 234

whether mitigation efforts focused on one language 235

would transfer to another. This question is impor- 236

tant for two reasons. First, if possible, this has a 237

potential practical utility – e.g., enabling bias miti- 238

gation in low-resource languages, for which train- 239

ing data is scarce. Second, the degree of success 240

in transfer of bias mitigation efforts is a comple- 241

mentary way to assess whether the representation 242

of gender is indeed multilingual. 243

Previous experiments on removing the gender 244

concept from neural representations show encour- 245

aging results in-language for English. These are 246

done using INLP (Ravfogel et al., 2020), an exist- 247

ing approach for the identification and neutraliza- 248

tion of “concept subsapces”, e.g. the gender con- 249

cept. In these experiments, Ravfogel et al. (2020) 250

show they manage to neutralize the ability of linear 251

probes to recover gender information from the rep- 252

resentations. In light of the above results that show 253

high quality transfer of gender classifiers across 254

languages, we leverage the INLP method, and at- 255

tempt to remove gender information from the rep- 256

resentations across languages. 257

Iterative Null-space Projection (INLP) INLP 258

(Ravfogel et al., 2020) aims to remove linearly- 259
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decodable information from vector representations.260

Given a dataset of representations X (in our case,261

mBERT representations) and annotations Z for the262

information to be removed (gender) the method ren-263

ders Z linearly unpredictable from X . It does so264

by iteratively training linear predictors w1, . . . , wn265

of Z, calculating the projection matrix onto their266

nullspace PN := PN (w1), . . . , PN (wn), and trans-267

forming X ← PNX . By the nullsapce definition,268

this guarantees wiPNX = 0, ∀wi, i.e., the features269

that wi uses for gender prediction are neutralized.270

Note that the guarantee is only with respect to lin-271

ear separation.272

While the nullsapce N(w1, . . . , wn) is a sub-273

space in which Z is not linearly predictable, the274

complement rowspace R(w1, . . . , wn) is a sub-275

space of the representation space X that corre-276

sponds to the property Z. In our case, this subspace277

is the gender subspace. As part of the analysis in278

this work, we utilize INLP in two complementary279

ways: (1) we use the null-space projection ma-280

trix PN to zero out the gender subspace, in order281

to render the representations gender-neutral3, this282

projection is onto the gender-neutral subspace;283

and (2) we use the rowspace projection matrix284

PR = I − PN to project mBERT representations285

onto the gender subspace, keeping only the parts286

that are useful for gender prediction.287

Method We start by training INLP in one lan-288

guage (En, Fr, Es) and identifying the comple-289

menting subspaces: the gender-neutral subspace290

– nullspace, and the gender subspace – rowspace291

(for later use, see Section 5). We then neutralize292

that subspace in another language. Finally, we ex-293

amine the influence of this intervention and asses294

the effect of gender information reduction.295

We run INLP with the objective of identifying296

the gender, with SGD classifiers (using SKlearn4)297

for 100 iterations. We use the average representa-298

tions (averaging over the representations in context299

of all tokens) of the training paragraphs.300

Results Tables 3 and 4 depict the results of gen-301

der and profession prediction in each language302

(rows) before and after applying INLP (each col-303

umn stands for a different language for training304

INLP). We get that in-language, the accuracy of305

gender prediction drops to majority after apply-306

ing INLP, while profession classification is only307

3to the extent that gender is indeed encoded in a linear
subspace, and that INLP finds this subspace.

4https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

slightly hurt. For example, for English we get 308

gender prediction accuracy of 53.7 compared to 309

99.3 before using INLP, and profession prediction 310

accuracy of 78.1 compared to 79.9 before INLP. 311

However, across languages, there is virtually no 312

effect, both for gender prediction and profession 313

prediction. For example, English gender and pro- 314

fession predictions drop from 99.3 to 98.1 and from 315

79.9 to 79.5, respectively, after applying Spanish 316

INLP. 317

before EN INLP FR INLP ES INLP

EN 99.3 53.7 97.6 98.1
FR 97.8 95.1 71.4 94.9
ES 85.7 82.8 82.6 72.5

Table 3: Gender prediction before and after applying
INLP. Rows are the language in which we predict,
columns are the languages in which we train INLP. Us-
ing 100 iterations of INLP in each language.

before EN INLP FR INLP ES INLP

EN 79.9 78.1 79.2 79.5
FR 73.0 72.4 68.2 72.4
ES 57.8 57.1 57.3 51.8

Table 4: Profession prediction before and after apply-
ing INLP. Rows are the language in which we predict,
columns are the languages in which we train INLP. Us-
ing 100 iterations of INLP in each language.

Interestingly, the largest drops in performance 318

of profession classification due to application of 319

INLP are in-language. This can be explained by the 320

inherent correlations between gender and profes- 321

sion signals – removing gender information hurts 322

the ability to predict the profession in the same lan- 323

guage. This is not the case across-language since, 324

as seen by the gender prediction results, gender in- 325

formation is not removed from the representations 326

when applying INLP across languages. 327

5 Analyzing the Cross-linguality of 328

Gender Representation 329

At first glance, the two results presented in Section 330

4 look contradicting: linear gender classification 331

transfers well across languages while gender re- 332

moval using INLP does not. In this section we 333

provide a detailed analysis that accounts for this 334

discrepancy: under this more fine-grained view, 335

gender representation is neither shared between 336
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languages nor unique per language, but is actu-337

ally only partially shared between languages. This338

allows for some transferability, but prevents debi-339

asing across languages.340

To define the term “partial sharing” formally, we341

represent gender in each language as a collection342

of linear directions that together span the gender343

subspace of that language. This collection of direc-344

tions can be identified using INLP – when training345

INLP in a specific language, we get a sequence of346

orthogonal linear classifiers that are able to predict347

gender with a decreasing level of accuracy, with348

the first classifier being the most accurate one. To-349

gether, these directions define the gender subspace350

of the language. This formulation allows us to351

more easily analyze the extent to which gender is352

similarly encoded across languages.353

We hypothesize that the two aforementioned re-354

sults are compatible because some of these gender355

directions are shared between languages, while356

others are language-specific. The shared direc-357

tions allow high quality transfer of gender clas-358

sification across languages, while the language-359

specific directions allow gender prediction even360

after applying INLP cross-lingually since they are361

not identified in the source language. In what fol-362

lows, we devise two experiments to quantify this363

phenomenon.364

5.1 Shared Gender Directions across365

Languages366

High Level and Intuition In the following ex-367

periment we leverage the formulation of gender368

representation as a collection of many different di-369

rections in the space as well as the ability to project370

representations on the gender and gender-neutral371

subspaces, to analyze the relation between gender372

representations in the different languages. We are373

looking to answer the following question: are gen-374

der directions fully shared across languages, fully375

disjoint, or split – some are shared between lan-376

guages and some are disjoint?377

Intuitively, when projecting representations on378

the gender subspace, we expect all the informa-379

tion relevant to gender prediction to be kept in the380

projected representations. Similarly, when project-381

ing representations on the gender-neutral subspace,382

we expect the opposite – that the projected rep-383

resentations will not include any gender-related384

information.385

With this intuition we seek to determine the386

extent to which gender information is shared be- 387

tween languages by comparing their gender sub- 388

spaces (with similar gender subspaces indicating 389

high amount of shared information). To quantify 390

the shared information, we carefully compare the 391

different directions, taking their significance into 392

account. This process is explained in detail below. 393

Method In this experiment, we make use of our 394

projection mechanism as a way to control the infor- 395

mation included or excluded from the representa- 396

tions. We compare the original mBERT representa- 397

tions of the training data before and after projecting 398

them on the learned gender and gender-neutral sub- 399

spaces of the different languages (see “Compared 400

Representations” below). For each set of compared 401

representations we perform PCA and look at the 402

explained variance of each PCA direction (i.e., the 403

ratio between its variance and the total variance 404

of the data), from large to small – this tells us the 405

variance in the representations. When comparing 406

the explained variance before and after a projection, 407

we are able to quantify the information that was 408

lost by that projection. 409

We take English and French as our running ex- 410

ample. We perform two projections subsequently 411

and compare the representations before, in between 412

and after the projections: the first projection is on 413

the English gender subspace – this preserves the 414

gender directions in English; The second projec- 415

tion is on the French gender-neutral subspace – this 416

eliminates the gender directions in French. In case 417

there are no shared gender directions between 418

the two languages: the representations after the first 419

projection encode gender information in English, 420

and no information is lost when further eliminat- 421

ing French gender directions – we expect the plots 422

after the first and the second projections to be iden- 423

tical. Conversely, we expect that full sharing of 424

gender directions between the languages will re- 425

sult in zero variance after the two projections – 426

the first projection keeps only English gender direc- 427

tions, and these are eliminated when eliminating 428

the (same) French gender directions (by projecting 429

on the French gender-neutral subspace). 430

Compared Representations We start by train- 431

ing INLP and obtaining a collection of 100 gender 432

directions in each language (EN FR, ES), from the 433

most prominent to the least prominent one. We 434

use 100 dimensions regardless of what was needed 435

for INLP to converge, so as to be consistent across 436
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languages and avoid artifacts due to the number of437

dimensions. We compare different sets of represen-438

tations as detailed below, for English vs. French,439

English vs. Spanish and French vs. Spanish (the440

explanation below is assuming English vs. French):441

• ORIG: Original representations (in English).442

• ENGENDER: ORIG projected on the English443

gender subspace (rowspace).444

• ENRAND: ORIG projected with a random ma-445

trix with the same dimensions as the EnGen-446

der matrix (for comparison).447

• ENGENDER+FRNEUTRAL: ENGENDER pro-448

jected on the French gender-neutral subspace449

(nullspace).450

• ENGENDER+FRRAND: ENGENDER pro-451

jected on a random matrix with the same di-452

mensions as the French gender-neutral matrix453

(for comparison).454

• ENGENDER+ENNEUTRAL: ENGENDER pro-455

jected on English gender-neutral subspace456

(nullspace).457

Result Analysis The results for English vs.458

French, English vs. Spanish and French vs. Span-459

ish are shown in Figure 1.460

The plots support our initial hypothesis: in-461

deed, we get that gender directions are shared462

between languages but only partially. Focusing463

on English vs. French, we can see that as ex-464

pected, the curve of ENGENDER+FRNEUTRAL465

(cyan) is lower than that of ENGENDER (blue),466

implying that there are shared gender directions467

between English and French. Recall that project-468

ing the representations on the English gender sub-469

space (ENGENDER) keeps mainly English gender470

directions, and then projecting on French gender-471

neutral subspace (ENGENDER+FRNEUTRAL) re-472

moves French gender directions. If no direc-473

tions are shared, this should result with sim-474

ilar values for both ENGENDER and ENGEN-475

DER+FRNEUTRAL. However, the sharing is only476

partial: if all directions are shared, we expect EN-477

GENDER+FRNEUTRAL to be zero (similar to EN-478

GENDER+ENNEUTRAL), which is not the case.479

Controls The ENGENDER+FRRAND projec-480

tions are intended as reference for ENGEN-481

DER+FRNEUTRAL. If there are shared gender di-482

rections between English and French, we expect483
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Figure 1: Explained variance of PCA of different rep-
resentations, for all three language pairs.

the curve of ENGENDER+FRNEUTRAL to be lower 484

than that of ENGENDER+FRRAND, since by pro- 485

jecting on the French gender-neutral subspace we 486

are expected to lose more information than with a 487

random projection with the same dimensions. In 488

Figure 1a we can see that indeed the curve of EN- 489

GENDER+FRNEUTRAL (cyan) is lower than that 490

of ENGENDER+FRRAND (pink), indicating that 491

the loss of information is not due to random shared 492

directions. 493

Note also that the curve of ENGENDER (blue) 494
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is significantly higher than that of ENRAND (red).495

We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that gen-496

der is usually dominant in natural texts, especially497

in a dataset that includes information about indi-498

viduals, as this one. Thus, keeping only gender499

information by projecting on the English gender500

subspace keeps a large portion of the information,501

compared to projecting on arbitrary directions of502

the same dimension.503

Another sanity check is obtained by projecting504

ENGENDER on the English gender-neutral sub-505

space (ENGENDER+ENNEUTRAL), this should,506

by definition, result in a 0 line, which is indeed the507

case (orange).508

5.2 Similarities of Dominant Directions509

In the previous section we established the hypothe-510

sis that some gender directions are shared between511

languages while others are language-specific. Now,512

we turn to perform a more fine-grained analysis513

where we look at the specific directions in the dif-514

ferent languages.515

We look at the first 100 classifiers (trained during516

INLP) in two languages, and compute all pairwise517

cosine similarities between them (across language).518

This leads us to a surprising result – only the first519

classifiers in both languages are similar to each520

other, while the rest are not: we get that the 3 high-521

est similarities are between the first En classifier522

and the first Fr classifier, between the second En523

classifier and the second Fr classifier, and between524

the third En classifier and the third Fr classifier,525

with values of 0.777, 0.597 and 0.453, respectively.526

The average absolute cosine similarity among all527

pairwise similarities of the first 100 classifiers in528

English and French is 0.037. Interestingly, the529

more dominant directions are those that are shared530

cross lingually, while the less predictive directions531

are those that are language specific.532

Figure 2 depicts the similarities of the ith clas-533

sifiers for the two languages (English-French,534

English-Spanish and French-Spanish). We also535

plot the gender classification accuracy in-language536

for reference.537

This result completes the picture and serves as538

an explanation for the extremely high quality trans-539

fer of gender classification across languages – the540

most dominant directions that represent gender in541

each languages are cross-lingual, which enables542

high accuracy in zero-shot transfer of linear gender543

classifiers across languages. However, less dom-544
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(a) Similarity between the ith classifiers in English and
French.
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(b) Similarity between the ith classifiers in English and Span-
ish.
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(c) Similarity between the ith classifiers in French and Span-
ish.

Figure 2: Similarity between the ith classifiers in all
three language pairs. The gender classification accu-
racy in-language is added for reference.

inant gender directions are language specific, but 545

are predictive enough so as to prevent gender neu- 546

tralization across languages using INLP. 547

5.3 Accuracy across Language 548

Finally, we also look at the performance of each 549

classifier (trained during INLP) across language. In 550

Figure 3, we depict the gender prediction accuracy 551

in-language and across-language. We consistently 552

get that the performance of the first 2-3 classifiers 553
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trained in-language and also across-language is554

relatively similar, with a significant divergence be-555

tween in-language and cross-language trainings for556

the subsequent classifiers. This matches the re-557

sults of the previous experiment which shows high558

similarity only between the first classifiers in the559

different languages.560
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(a) Gender prediction accuracy in English with the different
classifiers in- and across-language.
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(b) Gender prediction accuracy in French with the different
classifiers in- and across-language.
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(c) Gender prediction accuracy in Spanish with the different
classifiers in- and across-language.

Figure 3: Gender prediction accuracy with the different
classifiers in- and across-language.

6 Conclusion561

As part of the efforts to better understand the un-562

derlying mechnism of multilingual modeling, we563

focus in this work on the way gender is represented 564

across languages. We analyze and quantify the ex- 565

tent to which gender information is shared across 566

English, French and Spanish. 567

We find that on the one hand, gender prediction 568

transfers very well across languages: training a lin- 569

ear classifier on English data yields a high quality 570

classifier for French and Spanish as well (true for 571

all three languages in both directions). On the other 572

hand, our attempt to neutralize gender information 573

across languages using INLP, which was shown to 574

work in English, was unsuccessful. 575

We show that these two results are compatible, 576

and together they shed light on the structure of the 577

representation space: we provide experimental ev- 578

idence that the most salient directions are shared 579

between languages (which enables good transfer 580

of the classifiers), while others are unique per lan- 581

guage (which interferes with gender removal across 582

languages). The key observation is that a single 583

“good” direction of the gender subspace in one lan- 584

guage is enough for cross-lingual gender prediction 585

transfer, while transfer of gender neutralization re- 586

quires all directions to be shared, otherwise, the 587

remaining ones can be used to recover gender in- 588

formation after the removal of the shared ones. 589

7 Ethical Considerations 590

Gender bias mitigation has attracted a lot of atten- 591

tion as a practical and socially important field of 592

study. This paper contributes to this effort by study- 593

ing the internal organization of gender representa- 594

tions. We note that gender and bias are complicated 595

and multi-faceted constructs. When studying gen- 596

der bias in neural models, we unavoidably rely on 597

a narrow notion of gender, as reflected in several 598

annotated datasets. As such, we see this study as 599

a preliminary attempt that is based on a relatively 600

narrow concept of gender bias, that does not reflect 601

the subtle ways by which social gender is mani- 602

fested. We advise for caution when applying the 603

conclusions of this study to other notions of gender 604

or other definitions of bias. 605

We acknowledge that gender is not a binary prop- 606

erty. Due to lack of existing resources, we use bi- 607

nary gender as a rough approximation of reality. 608

We hope to account for this in future work. 609
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